INTRODUCTION
Embedded systems can be regarded today as one of the most lively research and industrial targets. In this field, the ever-increasing demand for computing power and any sort of system resources continuously challenges state-of-the-art design methodologies and development techniques. The largest part of the most complex issues to be addressed during design and development phases can be related to the need to compromise among tight constrains on performance, memory size, code size, power consumption, appliance weight and dimension, possible real-time behaviors, maintainability, scalability, security, time-to-market and, last but not indubitably least, cost. The designer is continuously challenged by requirements modifications that must be timely addressed, operating at different levels of abstraction, e.g. from the proper adjustment of CPU internals to the scheduler structuring in RTOSs, from the optimized exploitation of I/O devices to the employment of specialized compilation techniques. Suitable solutions to emerging problems in this application field can be found via a joint effort by academia and industry.
This conference track is aimed at covering a wide range of topics in the practical design and development of embedded systems, focusing on the potential impact of ideas and concepts that are traditionally related to other specific domains (e.g. computer architecture, OS, compilers, software engineering, simulation). From this standpoint, the track can be regarded as important occasion for researchers/practitioners both from academia and from industry to keep in touch with lively problems, open issues, and future directions in the field of development of dedicated applications for embedded systems.
This year ACM SAC hosts the fourth edition of the Track on Embedded Systems, which is becoming a more and more popular event in the research community. Submissions of high quality meet a thorough evaluation process that guarantees the outstanding relevance of the accepted contributions. The success of this special track on embedded systems mainly stems from the enthusiastic collaboration of many knowledgeable people, who served in the Program Committee and/or as referees. The reviewing process has taken advantage of their expertise in a wide variety of fields. Thus, the chairmen express their personal acknowledgments to all the people who have given their contribution during the reviewing process 1 .
Further details can be found at the track website: http://www.ing.unipi.it/sac06/
PROGRAM COMMITTEE
1 A list of the reviewers for this track can be found on the track website.
TRACK STATISTICS
In the current edition of this event, 8 regular papers out of 30 submissions have been accepted. Moreover, three poster papers have been selected for the track.
CONTRIBUTIONS

Regular Papers Efficient Initialization and Crash Recovery for Logbased File Systems over Flash Memory
